
CP Electronics  
acquired by  

Solutions from CP Electronics are 
complementary to Legrand’s offer 
to the commercial segment, where 
the company has leading positions 
in workstation solutions and in 
cable management systems. 

More generally, CP Electronics will boost 
Legrand’s international presence in energy 
efficient lighting control, a market driven by 
new building regulations and increased 
demand for energy saving solutions and 
where Legrand already commands leading 
positions, namely in the United States 
thanks to its Wattstopper brand. 

CP Electronics will form part of a newly 
created energy controls business unit, run by 
CP Electronics management team reporting 
to Tony Greig, CEO of Legrand Electric.

A new era of lighting 
control systems:  
New Vitesse Plus 
CP Electronics is delighted to unveil the next generation of Vitesse Plus, a 
seven-channel lighting control system specially designed for educational 
and commercial applications, as well as retail spaces.

Be the first to hear about our latest products, service innovations, and project insights

Smartphone 
apps are 
launched
CP Electronics has announced the 
launch of its very first range of 
smartphone apps which will enable 
contractors and end users alike to 
control their lighting remotely. 

Suitable for infrared-enabled mobile 
phones working on Android 4.1 Jelly 
Bean and above, the UHS7 and UHS5 
apps will replicate the functionality of 
their handset counterparts.

Available from Google Play Store, the 
intuitive user interface also provides 
information around basic programming 
and installation of CP Electronics’ 
infrared enabled devices. 

Read more: www.cpelectronics.co.uk/
news/smartphone-app
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CP Electronics 
shortlisted for 
two Lux Awards
We are delighted to be shortlisted 
for two Awards. Our new Vitesse 
Plus lighting controls system has 
been recognised as a potential 
Controls Product of the Year. 

We have also been 
shortlisted for an 
award under the 
Manufacturer of the 
Year category. This signifies our ongoing 
commitment to innovation, quality and 
manufacturing excellence. The Lux Awards 
will take place at the InterContinental 
London – The O2 on 24th November 2016. 
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Lighting layouts can be configured individually or in groups. Commercial and 
retail set up guide as seen on page 5 in the Vitesse Plus brochure.

Vitesse Plus Pre-set configurations brochure
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New Vitesse 
Plus represents 
a breakthrough 
in energy-
saving lighting 
control systems
This new lighting control system was 
created in response to the recent 
implementation of the BIM mandate 
and Education Funding Agency (EFA) 
guidelines, and the need for a cost 
effective solution, Vitesse Plus meets 
the diverse needs of customers 
across a range of sectors.

It is a standalone system with a built-in pre-set 
configuration menu which enables users to 
set up and re-configure spaces quickly and 
intuitively. The system is designed with the 
installer in mind; it offers multiple mounting 
options and simple plug-in connection of 
luminaires and peripheral devices such as 
occupancy detectors and scene plates. With 
18 SELV inputs, up to five centre biased 
retractive switches and a separate keyswitch 
for emergency lighting testing can be 

connected. This makes Vitesse Plus one 
of the most adaptable and intuitive 
standalone lighting control systems on 
the market.

Rob Crookes of CP Electronics explained: 
“Our aim is to continually deliver improved 
and more efficient lighting control systems 
in response to market requirements. 

Vitesse Plus will enable our customers to 
achieve their exact control requirements in 
minimum time, making it perfect for short 
timescale and retrofit projects.”

For more information, and to view  
our Vitesse Plus introductory video,  
please see: www.cpelectronics.co.uk/
vitesse-plus

Commercial/Retail
Perfect stand-alone solution for small to 
medium-sized commercial spaces, and the 
changeable retail model.

● Corridor hold – For safety reasons, lights are kept  
on for entry exit routes, even when an adjacent area  
is unoccupied.

● Scene setting – Scene selection allows the recall of 
pre-programmed lighting levels to create different 
moods or to suit different uses within an environment.

● Master on switch – This switch turns on all the 
luminaires connected to an LCM regardless of channel 
or input arrangement.

● Open port function – No need to access the LCM to set 
the pre-set configuration.

● Modular mechanics – Luminaire leads, presence 
detectors and scene plates simply plug into the LCM 
making Vitesse Plus simple and easy to install without 
complicated wiring.
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Config 1 – 4 cellular offices individually controlled with a presence detector  
and or manual switch in each.

Config 3 – Open plan office working in presence mode with channels 5, 6 and 7  
daylight dimming for perimeter row(s).
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Lighting Test

Detector/scene  
plate inputs 

Each switch operates luminaires 
within the same colour dashed line

Upon exiting the space any 
luminaires left on will switch off 
after an adjustable time out period

Luminaires daylight link – window 
row only dimmable

Dimmable luminaires – 20% 
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Detector/scene  
plate inputs 

Upon entering the space luminaires will 
automatically switch on

Upon exiting the space any luminaires 
left on will switch off after an adjustable 
time out period

Luminaires daylight link – window row 
only dimmable

Dimmable luminaires – 20% 

Emergency luminaires
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ApplicationsApplications

Complete Pre-set Configuration Booklet available www.cpelectronics.co.uk/vitesse-plus

Vitesse Plus  

Lighting Control System

A new era of lighting control for  

education, commercial and retail spaces
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CP Electronics wins 
international safety award
CP Electronics is celebrating the award of a prestigious international safety 
standard. We believe to be the first lighting controls manufacturer in the UK 
to be accredited to British Standard BS OHSAS 18001-2007.

The award follows a rigorous audit process 
spanning 12 months and covering a variety 
of areas, from risk assessment and legislative 
compliance, to welfare policies and staff 
awareness of health and safety issues.

It completes the set for CP Electronics 
which has held the ISO 9001-2008 quality 
management standard since 1999 and 
ISO 14001-2004 environmental standard 
since 2009.

CP Electronics’ Quality Manager,  
Mo Moharananjan, explained: “We believe 
we have really broken the mould in the 
lighting controls sector with the OHSAS 
18001-2007 accreditation – this is 
something we believe no other lighting 
controls supplier has achieved.”

For more information on our quality and 
our accreditations please see:  
www.cpelectronics.co.uk/accreditations

10 year anniversary 
for CP partner, Switch 
Distribution, Ireland
Paul Noonan and the late Iain O’Brien both worked for 
multi-national organisations for many years gaining 
vital experience at the top end of the electrical 
industrial marketplace. In 2006 they decided to get 
together, take the jump and set up business for 
themselves. Hence, Switch Distribution was born.

In 2008, Switch became a partner for CP Electronics. Paul explains 
“Our thinking was that if people weren’t putting up new light fittings, 
then we could help them control and save energy on the ones they 
already have. This strategy and new trend, helped get us through a few 
challenging years.”

In 2010 Iain became ill and began a tough two year battle with cancer. 
He sadly passed away in 2012. 

Paul continues to run Switch Distribution. The team has also grown 
over the years with specialists in areas ranging from technical, 
marketing, accounts and sales. 

Paul discusses: “Our products have been installed in some very 
prestigious of projects including Ashford Castle, Aviva Stadium, UCD, 
Airports, AIB, Google, Amazon, Hilton Hotels and many more”.

CP Electronics would like to thank Switch Distribution for all their  
support over the years and would like to congratulate them on their 10 
year milestone.

For more information on Switch Distribution please see www.switch.ie.

Left to right: Brian Woods, Paul Noonan and Terry Reilly. Front Row: Terri Stack and Christine Mulhall. 
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Bluebell Park Apartments, Liverpool, UK

Brief: 
50% of lights need to be controlled by presence and motion 
detectors that help to minimise any unnecessary energy 
consumption and cost incurred. The lighting system also 
needed to link with the building’s fire alarm system.

Solution: 
CP Electronics was able to demonstrate real value through the 
implementation of its patented An-10 wireless lighting control 
system. Integrating conveniently with the complex internal clock 
and fire systems, the An-10 provided a simple yet highly effective 
and safe solution for the building owners and residents alike.

Andrew Maloney of Quartz Electrical commented: “The communal 
internal lighting controls system installed at Bluebell Park has 
provided end users with a flexible and reliable solution which meets 
the exact project specification. Designed in close collaboration with 
CP Electronics, the feedback to date has been excellent.”

www.cpelectronics.co.uk/projects/bluebell

Kärcher, Banbury, UK

Brief: 
The Banbury-based UK division of the world’s leading cleaning 
technology brand, commissioned the design and build of a huge, 
brand new headquarters. Ridge and Partners were quick to 
specify the use of CP Electronics’ controls in the office space.

Solution: 
Vitesse Plus lighting control module (VITP-MB) and the MWS3A 
microwave presence/absence detectors were used to minimise 
energy use and fine-tune the lighting provision to its 
surroundings.

Tony Howard of HMW Building Services Limited, explains:  
“The ability to configure the Vitesse Plus lighting control module 
in a range of combinations means that we can provide exactly 
what our client wants – and if the customer is happy, we are 
happy! The fact that CP Electronics’ products are so easy to install 
is another bonus, and helps the job to go quickly and smoothly.”

www.cpelectronics.co.uk/projects/karcherproject

New starters: Welcome to CP Electronics!
January 2016
Barry Ramsden – Area Sales Manager

Ian O’Reilly – Specification Sales Manager

Philip Risebury – OEM Sales Engineer

Mahamoud Haji – Stores Person

February 2016
Bhavesh Bhudia – Technical Services Assistant

Steven Stroud – Commissioning Engineer

March 2016
Christopher Scott – Green-i Sales Manager

Lisa Robson – Customer Service Advisor

Peter Kokoska – Dispatch Operator

Monica Nichitoi – Assembly Operator

Pamela Holmes – Assembly Operator

April 2016
Gordon Smith – Mechanical Design Engineer

Scott Dalziel – Green-i Sales Manager

Bianca Chan – Assembly Operator

May 2016
Elizabeth Li – Buyer

Matthew Ford – Commissioning Engineer

Delicia Thompson – Accounts Assistant

June 2016
Thomas Maine – Marketing Assistant

David Cassuola – AutoCAD Technician

Georgeta Dragomir – Assembly Operator

Steeve Francois – Quality Assistant

Maciej Jarosz – Assembly Operator

July 2016
Paul Campion – Commissioning Engineer

Dan Gao – Assembly Operator

Paul Williams – Area Sales Manager

August 2016
Marc Norton – Commissioning Engineer

Ben Traviss – Technical

Lee Austin – Sales Engineer
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Recent projects
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